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Add your own 3D documents to your Mac Read 3D documents in your browser or on your Mac Print 3D documents in any printer and publish and view them on all the Mac 3D apps Author: Brynjulf Bjornsson Website: OS X 10.10 or later: $29 ## QuadriSpaceReader3D 3D Document
Viewer QuadriSpaceReader3D 3D Document Viewer is a simple but versatile Mac application for reading, displaying, and printing the Quadrispace 3D documents. QuadriSpaceReader3D 3D Document Viewer supports the Quadrispace 3D format, can open quadrispace.podx and.pptx
documents, and you can edit the 3D documents with the 3D tools of Pages3D. You can also easily view the documents with Pages3D, Keynote3D, Numbers3D, and Publisher3D. QuadriSpaceReader3D 3D Document Viewer also supports full resolution printing. QuadriSpaceReader3D 3D
Document Viewer can be used on any Mac, even on the Mac mini. QuadriSpaceReader3D 3D Document Viewer is priced at US$29.00. QuadriSpaceReader3D 3D Document Viewer Description: QuadriSpaceReader3D is an easy to use interactive viewer for Quadrispace 3D documents
created with Pages3D as well as for models created with Publisher3D. Reader3D also supports full resolution printing.  QuadriSpaceReader3D 3D Document Viewer Description: Add your own 3D documents to your Mac Read 3D documents in your browser or on your Mac Print 3D
documents in any printer and publish and view them on all the Mac 3D apps Author: Brynjulf Bjornsson Website: OS X 10.10 or later: $29 # 3D on a Mac ## Quadrispace 3D on a Mac Quadrispace 3D is an easy to use Mac application for 3D documents created with Pages3D or
Publisher3D. There are no 3D printers required to create the documents. With the
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=      Left-click on a model in the viewer to start scrolling with continuous autoscrolling on. =      Right-click on a model to start searching for specific object. =      Use the Command Tab to move objects on the model by drag & drop. =      Hold down Ctrl and click to add a new viewport
to an existing model. =      Use the Viewport Tab to change the selected viewport settings. =      Left-click on a model in the viewer to start rotating with continuous autorotation on. =      Use the Alt-Tab to change viewports. =      Double-click on an object to select and edit it. =      Hold
down Alt to select multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Ctrl while scrolling to zoom in. =      Right-click on the background of a model to change the background color and transparency. =      Hold down Shift to select multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Ctrl to move multiple
objects at once. =      Hold down Ctrl and Shift to rotate multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Shift and Ctrl to select multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Ctrl and Alt to scale multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Alt to scale to scale multiple objects at once. =      Hold down
Ctrl and Alt to rotate multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Shift and Alt to rotate multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Ctrl and Alt while dragging to rotate multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Alt and Ctrl while dragging to scale multiple objects at once. =      Hold down
Ctrl and Alt while dragging to rotate multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Alt and Ctrl while dragging to scale multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Ctrl and Alt while dragging to rotate multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Ctrl and Alt while dragging to scale multiple
objects at once. =      Hold down Alt while dragging to rotate multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Shift while dragging to scale multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Shift while dragging to rotate multiple objects at once. =      Hold down Ctrl 2edc1e01e8
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* In addition to the normal 2D view, View3D also provides different 3D views for Quadrispace 3D documents as well as for models created with Publisher3D. * With Reader3D you can read Quadrispace 3D documents and models created with Page3D or Publisher3D as well as 3D objects
created with 3D Studio.  * Support for traditional 3D exported from other applications. * Support for 2D and 3D OpenType fonts. * Support for images and symbols. * Support for kerning and ligature. * Support for selection of documents and 3D objects. * Support for file dialogs and
preview of 3D objects. * Support for file formats Portable Network Graphics (PNG) and OpenGl.  Supported Standards: * PDF, ePub * DocBook, ODT * XHTML, HTML, OpenDocument * RTF, OpenOffice, Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and other formats. Supported Devices: *
Standard Desktop PC * Standard Laptop * Small form factor * Standard Tablet * Mobile device * Portable device * Internet device With QuadriSpace Reader3D you can: * View all documents and models as stacks * Open each document or model directly with QuadriSpace Reader3D *
Quickly preview all documents and models * View and print the current view * Access a 3D preview of the currently open document * Edit, preview, and print the model * Save and load the model with Reader3D * Clear the preview of the current document and model * Switch between
page views * Reverse the page view * Zoom the model * Rotate the model * Pan the model * Zoom in/out the model * Zoom out the model * Scale the model * Crop the model * Use the compass to change the viewing perspective * Use the mouse to zoom in and out * Rotate the view
around the model * Move the model up, down, left, right, back, and forward in the document * Rotate the model left, right, back, and forward * Enter text and delete text * Open and close Quadrispace files and models in the application * Open a document or model from a local file *
Open a document or model from a web location * Open and close a document or model
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What's New In QuadriSpace Reader3D?

QuadriSpace Reader3D is an easy to use interactive viewer for Quadrispace 3D documents created with Pages3D as well as for models created with Publisher3D. Reader3D also supports full resolution printing. Functionality: X-Plane / X-Meridian x-axis rotation Automatic modeling of all
slides Insertion of slides from different workspaces Modification of the model's base and base-stretch Simple visualization of the model Usable with Quadrispace 3D documents and models created with Publisher3D Lightweight About the Publisher: Publisher3D is a powerful visualization
application for Microsoft Publisher 2007. It is used for developing and producing presentation graphics, including three-dimensional models. It has a modeling tool, a convenient viewer, and a tool for automatic 3D conversion. It also has an easy-to-use interface. This 3D application can
be used as an external plug-in for standard Publisher documents. QuadriSpace Reader3D is an easy to use interactive viewer for Quadrispace 3D documents created with Pages3D as well as for models created with Publisher3D. Reader3D also supports full resolution printing.
QuadriSpace Reader3D Functionality: X-Plane / X-Meridian x-axis rotation Automatic modeling of all slides Insertion of slides from different workspaces Modification of the model's base and base-stretch Simple visualization of the model Usable with Quadrispace 3D documents and
models created with Publisher3D Lightweight About the Publisher: Publisher3D is a powerful visualization application for Microsoft Publisher 2007. It is used for developing and producing presentation graphics, including three-dimensional models. It has a modeling tool, a convenient
viewer, and a tool for automatic 3D conversion. It also has an easy-to-use interface. This 3D application can be used as an external plug-in for standard Publisher documents. QuadriSpace Reader3D is an easy to use interactive viewer for Quadrispace 3D documents created with Pages3D
as well as for models created with Publisher3D. Reader3D also supports full resolution printing. QuadriSpace Reader3D Functionality: X-Plane / X-Meridian x-axis rotation Automatic modeling of all slides Insertion of slides from different workspaces Modification of the model's base and
base-stretch Simple visualization of the model Usable with Quadrispace 3D documents and models created with Publisher3D Lightweight About the Publisher: Publisher3D is a powerful visualization application for Microsoft Publisher 2007. It is used for developing and producing
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System Requirements For QuadriSpace Reader3D:

CD Projekt RED has stated that the minimum system requirements are: OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, or Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 2.2GHz, AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+ 2.8GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT/AMD Radeon HD 4800
(Windows XP) DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 13 GB of free space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible
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